Aloha LoveTribe,
First off I want to thank our
LoveTribe ... you! One of our
diverse loving, compassionate,
stylin', creative and supportive
community that has kept us
here and brings support to each
other. Thank-you for supporting
us and small local businesses.
Although we are also offering
Devi in JW shirt $38 Lola jeans
online shopping it doesn't have
the array of items the shops do. And we don't have the library
vintage, recycled shop online though we have been selling some
through Instagram.
There are usually so few (or no-one) in the shops that it is
practically private shopping. Though, if you want private shopping
(or a private date with a friend or family members), email us and
we'll set it up before or after hours.
I'm working on my holiday gift for you all so stay tuned.
To see my message on the gift of a new ThanksGiving, it's at the
end of this email.

OUR Pink Friday SALE and Small Biz Saturday
(through Nov 30) 20% off all items other then the
racks marked at 50-70%.
(after that 20% off one item)
With the Password: LoveTribe
Photos of Dressing up in our Ashland Temple of Venus

wool felt hats and hand stamped leather purses, semi precious stone rings and so much more ... accessorized!

Layering warmth and creativity with accessories
Great knit pants, coats, leggings, Cashmere wrap, scarves, hats, fun necklaces, bags
boots and a sampling of the hundreds of new Tianello knit tunics and blouses

Mother Miriam and Daughter Sequoia in Johnny Was Tunic, hooded
jacket with fur trim and black velvet eyelet dress. Worn with leggings,
felted hat, new woven stretch pants, Inizio blouse, fur scarf

Or one of these fabulous cashmere ponchos, which come in many
prints and colors for only $79! (minus LT discount of 20%).

Then there is a new fabulous assortment of scarves, shawls
(photos next time), plus these gloves and hats from one of our
favorite local suppliers. 20% off with password: LoveTribe!

Outback online shop
All the discounts have been taken off on our online shop
as only our LoveTribe shops there, so no additional
discount code is needed.
Because of things selling from the shops before we can take
them offline, we can't guarantee we have it but we will refund
within a day.
OutbackInTheTempleOfVenus.com
All orders are returnable and/or exchangeable.
They are packed using sanitation procedures.

HOURS OPEN
Berkeley Hours: 11-4ish every day
Pt Richmond Hours: Wed-Sun 12-4ish
Ashland Hours: Everyday 12-5
Outback x Library is now open every Fri & Sat 12-4
And is right next door to our Richmond Shop

NEEDED
We are looking for stylin', fun women to help us host the party, and
help style our community, from 4-30hrs per week

Vintage! Top: Citron tapestry and velvet burnout coats Bottom: Pierre Cardin,
Cari Borja, OutBack top, hemp pants, Claudia Skoda Knits

OPEN this Friday & Saturday!
Over 300 unique shoes and boots (some unworn, some very worn)
And over 1000 pcs of clothing, plus hand bags, jewelry, scarves,etc.

This shop is right next door to our Pt Richmond shop,
which is 10 minutes (literally) from our Berkeley shop.

20% off Password: LoveTribe
Through Nov. 30th, after that 20% off of one piece with password

Since Thanksgiving brings a reminder of the genocide of Native
Peoples and the assault on their culture, I have a ritual
contribution $ to honor and support our Native brothers and
sisters' culture. You may want to adopt a similar ritual.
We have been finding new ways to work, play, connect, be with
ourselves and with our communities. And now is a time to find new
ways and new meanings of old rituals/holidays often based on

patriarchy, consumerism and ideology of our separateness not
from the awareness of our oneness.

So, Thanks-giving! The gift of 2020 Thanksgiving is to
create new rituals for giving thanks, which will create more
ease and joy as we learn to live in new ways.
When this challenge/adjustment is over (this too shall pass),
some of our old ways we will keep while integrating new forms,
and some old ways we will be grateful they are gone.

Yes, it's a stretch to be grateful for this year!! And to find
gratitude across the new divide (and old complaints) of friends
and family. They may not have the same points of view, they may
not ... fill in the many blanks ... but they do have strengths and
values that we can appreciate and that is the opportunity of
these times. As we know, what we appreciate, appreciates. What
we focus on grows. So giving thanks is a gift for us all, and grows
our muscle of appreciation.
One suggestion (to inspire your creativity) is to make a list of
friends, family and life situations. Put a word or a story of
appreciation next to the name and/or situation. This can be done
alone or with another/others. The list could be put on a personal
alter or shared with family/friends on a Zoom Thanksgiving
gathering (set up so maybe everyone would have a list to share).
It could be put on facebook, inviting others to do the same.
I look forward to hearing what your creativity and curiosity came
up with that can have this Thanksgiving be a gift instead a of
loss.

Keep breathing ...
keep living in DeLight,
we are living in mythic times.
Be Fearless - Choose Love

xoxo Devi

